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Key findings 

 

• Unrestricted livestock access and associated erosion and fine 

sediment input are an issue throughout the system. 

• The installation of buffer fencing would greatly reduce most of the 

fine sediment input and could facilitate small-scale woodland 

planting. 

• Leaching of iron-laden water into the watercourse creates localised 

water quality issues but is generally likely to be more of a visual 

impact than a real issue.  

• Barriers to fish movement are not a major issue on the waterbody 

but fish passage at several structures could be improved. 

• The early presence of Himalayan balsam should be tackled urgently 

before it becomes a major issue on the catchment. 
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1.0 Introduction 

This report is the output of a walkover on Lostrigg Beck, which is a tributary 

of Derwent (Cumbria). The visit was undertaken on the 17th and 18th June 

2018, on behalf of the Environment Agency, to provide a habitat 

assessment and identify issues affecting the waterbody.    

Normal convention is applied throughout this report with respect to bank 

identification, i.e. banks are designated left bank (LB) or right bank (RB) 

while looking downstream. The Ordnance Survey National Grid Reference 

system is used to identify specific locations and references to upstream and 

downstream are often abbreviated to u/s and d/s for convenience.  

The entirety of the main stem of this watercourse (Waterbody 

GB112075070550) was walked from its u/s limit (NY 05278 22202), d/s to 

its confluence with the River Marron (NY 05614 29244). The photographs 

generated during the walkover are geotagged to provide accurate locations, 

and the names are auto-generated via the camera software. As such, photo 

numbers usually follow a general trend but some may not appear in the 

report or may be used out of sequence. 

 

2.0 Catchment/Site Overview 

The waterbody is not classed as being a ‘Heavily Modified Waterbody’ and 

has been designated ‘moderate’ ecological status, being moderate for fish, 

which has caused a status deterioration from the previous assessment of 

‘good’ (2009 – 2016). Other parameters assessed achieve a ‘good’ or better 

status. 

 

 

http://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB112075070550 

 

 

 

http://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB112075070550
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3.0 Habitat Assessment  

 
Photo DSCN2545. The main source of the beck is in an area of boggy ground within the 

Dean Moor Motocross Park. The area has been drained but the channel has revegetated in 

most places and should be relatively stable.  

 
Photo DSCN22546. The network of small surface water are well vegetated, which helps 

to collect fine sediment that might otherwise be deposited in the main watercourse d/s. 

This could create a requirement for maintenance/dredging at some point. If so, the work 

should be undertaken in dry conditions, within the summer (June/July), to allow the bed 

and banks to revegetate before the winter.  
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Photo DSCN22547. Large areas of the site (NY 05162 22162) have been cleared for 

tracks and parking. It would be beneficial to inspect the site in wet conditions to see the 

extent of surface runoff and identify sediment pathways. 

 

  

 
Photo DSCN22548. Areas like this towards the d/s end of the site should add to the 

filtering and reduce the d/s impacts, providing they remain and are not dredged out.  
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Photo DSCN22550. D/s of the Park (NY 04946 22006 - NY 04578 22149), the channel 

is buffer fenced (RB side relatively new). The sheep scarring (right of shot) may be from 

before the fence was installed/reinstated. Although almost dry at the time of the walkover, 

the clear bed demonstrates that it is likely to flow for much of the year. The relevance of 

this being that if fine sediment does enter the watercourse here or u/s, in wetter periods, 

it could impact on the perennial areas of the watercourse d/s.  

 
Photo DSCN2552.  In several areas, the watercourse has been dredged down to bedrock, 

although the well-established vegetation suggests that this has not been undertaken 

recently. This exposure of the underlying sandstone bedrock and the deep dredging in 

other boggy areas are both likely to contribute to the release of iron into the watercourse.  
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Photo DSCN2553. At NY 04581 22169 the pipe culvert under the road creates an 

impassable barrier. The orange staining of the water indicates high levels of iron within 

the water that precipitates out of solution as it oxidises. Iron leachate is a natural 

occurrence but the extent of this is likely to be increased by the drainage of the boggy 

areas and aquifer/bedrock, releasing more of the deoxygenated, iron laden water.   

 
Photo DSCN2560. D/s of the road the land use is unimproved grazing, with the 

watercourse flowing within a gorge for much of the first field (NY 04581 22169 - NY 04757 

22710). This would make an excellent area for planting and creation of a wooded ghyll if 

livestock were excluded with buffer fencing. 
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Photo DSCN2558. Livestock grazing in this area is leading to erosion of the banks of the 

beck and the valley sides. The iron precipitation and staining of the bed begins to reduce 

somewhat a few hundred metres d/s of the road. 

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2562. Progressing d/s the staining decreases further but the impact of 

livestock grazing and trampling on bank stability is an issue.  
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Photo DSCN2565. An area of springs and boggy ground where the input of iron increases. 

Signs of quarrying were observed on the hillsides nearby which could be contributing the 

release of iron from the surrounding geology but, again, the occurrence is suspected to be 

largely natural and derived from groundwater infiltrating iron rich geology. 

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2564. Increased iron staining immediately d/s of the boggy area.  
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Photo DSCN2567. D/s of the gorge, the valley opens considerably, and the channel 

appears to have been modified/straightened in places. 

 

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2568. Recent channel maintenance has clearly been undertaken around an 

undersized culvert at NY 04757 22710.  
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Photo DSCN2569. The culvert is barely passable for fish but a natural barrier a short 

distance d/s may preclude fish populations at this point anyway. Note the large volume of 

fine sediment that has accumulated in the pool d/s of the culvert (presumably mobilised 

by the dredging just u/s).  

 
Photo DSCN2575. Further channel maintenance has recently occurred at NY 04766 

22885. While appearing relatively innocuous, this type of channel maintenance liberates 

significant volumes of fine sediment, both during the work and afterwards as subsequent 

flows erode the disturbed and exposed sediments. This is an overlooked and cumulative 

catchment issue, with the small areas of clearance and dredging undertaken on ditches 

and upper tributaries all adding up to large inputs of fine sediment.  
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Photo DSCN2578. The next field d/s (NY 04757 22710 - NY 04891 23287) is subject to 

a similar grazing regime and suffers similar bank erosion issues, both in-channel and on 

the adjacent valley sides. 

 

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2586. A naturally impassable bedrock outcrop at NY 04844 23175 may 

preclude fish populations from becoming established in the upper reaches of the 

watercourse.  
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Photo DSCN2592. Another poorly designed culvert at NY 04891 23287 further restricts 

fish movement but being only ~150m d/s of the natural falls it is not considered a major 

issue on the catchment. 

 

 
Photo DSCN2590. Around and very notably d/s of the culvert, the channel has clearly 

been realigned (NY 04891 23287 - NY 04887 23369) and straightened, with the resulting 

channel now considerably incised within its banks. This incision further contributes to bank 

erosion as the energy of high flows is unable to dissipate onto the floodplain. Note the 

erosion of the heavily shaded and poorly vegetated banks, and the exposed shallow 

coniferous root systems.  
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Photo DSCN2594. The channel remains realigned in the field d/s of the conifers (NY 

04887 23369 - NY 04767 23508) which appears to be used for early summer 

mowing/fodder followed by grazing.  

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2599. A significant tributary joins the beck at NY 04765 23502. This too has 

been straightened and could potentially be restored but, in the short-term, the existing 

fence running along the LB (NY 04511 23318 - NY 04765 23502) field boundary means 

that the watercourse could be cost effectively buffer fenced, with livestock completely 

excluded by the addition of second fence line on the RB. 
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Photo DSCN2600. Similar land use continues in the next field d/s (NY 04767 23508 - NY 

04832 23569), with broadly similar channel realignment. The straightening and uniform 

channel width limit the habitat diversity and the range of substrate it retains. 

Consequently, the water depth is generally shallow and bed comprises mostly cobble.  

 

 

 

 

  
Photo DSCN2605. The next field appears to receive a higher intensity of grazing pressure 

and more erosion was noted (NY 04832 23569 - NY 04936 23645).  
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Photo DSCN22609. A road culvert at NY 04936 23645 creates a more man-made 

obstruction and, with a greater distance of habitat u/s (although degraded), is a priority 

issue for the upper catchment. Additional rock/boulders on the d/s side of the structure 

could be employed to create a rock ramp type easement (this should ideally partially drown 

the culvert to increase water depth and aid fish passage). It is the legal responsibility of 

the owner of such structures to maintain fish passage/keep them free from debris (which 

includes the additional screening). 

  
Photo DSCN2610. The field d/s of the culvert (NY 04936 23645 - NY 04899 23805) is 

clearly grazed by cattle, with a corresponding impact upon the bankside vegetation and 

bank stability. There is then a short section of buffer fencing d/s. 
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Photo DSCN2611. A small tributary that joins the beck at NY 04949 23664 is supplying 

a high sediment load and warrants further investigation u/s towards Rigg House Farm (see 

Appendix A).  

 

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2624. From NY 04843 23916 – NY 04835 24061 grazing resumes at a slightly 

lower density but still creates erosion issues at certain locations.  
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Photo DSCN2634. The beck then flows within private gardens for a short section. Within 

the gardens, concrete bed sections create small obstructions to fish passage (NY 04849 

24111). These obstructions warrant more detailed investigation to ascertain whether they 

can be removed.  

 

 
Photo DSCN22639. Also within the gardens, giant rhubarb (Gunnera sp.) and skunk 

cabbage (Lysichiton americanus) and were observed (NY 04866 24192). It is an offence 

to allow the latter or any other Invasive Non-Native Species (INNS) to escape into the wild 

and they are therefore inappropriate to grow by a watercourse. These plants should be 

dug up or treated with herbicide and replaced with native species. 
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Photo DSCN2643. A culvert at NY 04860 24176 (suspected to be part of an old railway) 

creates a long section of straight channel with shallow water that is an obstruction to fish 

passage. A step at the d/s end further inhibits fish passage. A rock ramp at the d/s end 

and baffles within the culvert would greatly improve fish passage.  

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2647. Progressing d/s the habitat is naturally good, with livestock excluded 

downstream to NY 04852 24607. 
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Photo DSCN2659. Livestock clearly have had access to the watercourse between NY 

04852 24607 – NY 04848 24873, but apparently not for a while. This area would benefit 

from fencing if livestock are to be grazed there in future. 

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2. NY 04848 24873 – NY 04797 24992 livestock grazing intensity increases 

and areas of bank erosion were observed. However, a culvert (Photo DSCN2672) is already 

present within the field that would facilitate fencing of the river while maintaining easy 

access to both bank sides.  
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Photo DSCN2672. This culvert (NY 04803 24955) would allow livestock access over the 

beck even if both banks were buffer fenced. Pasture pumps (or another offline watering 

system) would also be required. While this culvert should have ideally been sunken further, 

the only obstacle it poses to fish passage is blocking of the pipes. It is the legal 

responsibility of the owner of such structures to maintain fish passage/keep them free 

from debris.  

 
Photo DSCN2683. The road bridge footings at NY 04797 24992 create a minor 

obstruction to fish passage and could be eased with a rock ramp. As a short-term 

alternative, the installation of baffles to the culvert base/apron could increase depth and 

assist fish passage. From this point, the river is buffer fenced d/s to NY 04712 25736. 
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Photo DSCN2685. A short distance d/s of the culvert (NY 04808 25013) building waste 

has been dumped directly into the river channel. 

 

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2690. Around the scout huts/compound, several areas of inappropriate bank 

protection have been undertaken. Historic gabion work degrades habitat along the RB. 
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Photo DSCN2691. At NY 04632 25226, grass clippings resulting from mowing of the 

scout field are being dumped on the riverbank/in the river. This is a common issue 

resulting from lack of consideration for the watercourse and should be stopped. Even the 

composting of that material adjacent to the watercourse will result in nutrient seepage, 

increased algal growth and locally elevated oxygen demand on the beck. 

Composting/disposal of grass clippings should be undertaken well away from any 

watercourse.  

 

  
Photo DSCN2696. Also within the scout compound, a long section of inappropriate 

dredging of the beck has been undertaken (NY 04598 25255).  
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Photo DSCN2710. D/s of the scout camp, the channel is notably straightened and 

becomes armoured on both banks with large rock/boulders. Through this section the 

channel is of uniform width and depth. 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2708. At NY 04712 25736 a crossing point creates a fine sediment and 

nutrient pathway to the beck. The new ‘Farming Rules for Water’ highlight what farmers 

must do to ‘manage manure, fertiliser and soil to prevent runoff, erosion and leaching’.  
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Photo DSCN2709. Immediately d/s of the bridge, elevated algal growth was observed, 

although it is not known whether this is a result of nutrients entering from the bridge, or 

the small tributary a short distance u/s, or more likely a combination of factors. 

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2703. The small tributary runs right past an area of livestock housing from 

which manure could potentially be seeping. The watercourse runs immediately behind the 

location in which this photograph was taken.  
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Photo DSCN2706. Another crossing point connecting to the same field represents a 

similar threat (NY 04539 25403).  

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2701.  Immediately adjacent to the crossing (NY 04534 25400) a small ditch 

joining the tributary appears to be supplying additional light coloured sediment/turbidity 

(red circle), possibly from track runoff. The two crossing points and this tributary all appear 

to be on the same land-holding and so should be addressed initially by a farm advisory 

visit.  
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Photo DSCN2717. From NY 04712 25736 – NY 04657 25870, livestock appear to have 

access. Although some of the bank is buffer fenced and the d/s end appears to be a 

plantation, livestock are clearly gaining access. A gap in the fence appears to have been 

closed but it is not known if this was the only access point, or whether livestock had been 

allowed in there intentionally. 

 

 
Photo DSCN2728. Livestock are excluded from the watercourse between NY 04657 

25870 - NY 04545 25998, after which point only the true LB is fenced and significant 

erosion and deterioration of the RB habitat is occurring.  
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Photo DSCN2731. In this area the gradient of the watercourse reduces but some of the 

worst erosion and bank deterioration observed during the walkover is occurring on the RB 

(NY 04545 25998 - NY 04471 26334), where livestock are allowed access. Riparian and 

in-channel habitat suffer greatly and fine sediment input increases further. 

 

 
Photo DSCN2737. The cumulative effect of fine sediment on the catchment is clearly 

having a severe impact upon the quality of substrate habitat by this point, with much of 

the bed smothered by silt. The bed in this area would otherwise provide some good quality 

invertebrate and salmonid spawning habitat.  
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Photo DSCN2751. Between NY 04471 26334 - NY 04445 26714 the LB remains buffered 

in most places and grazing pressure appears lower on the RB. However, notable erosion 

is occurring at a gap in the LB fence and both banks would greatly benefit from complete 

livestock exclusion.  

 
 

 
Photo DSCN2759. From around this area, an increase in aquatic macrophytes 

(Myriophyllum sp.) was observed, associated with the reduced gradient of the area (and 

potentially increased nutrient inputs), change in substrate type (improved morphology of 

a more naturally sinuous channel) and increased light penetration.  
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Photo DSCN2771. From NY 04445 26714 - NY 04561 27175, the watercourse appears 

to have been completely un-grazed for some time, with a generous buffer strip on each 

bank. Areas of natural erosion are occurring which are inputting additional fine material 

into the channel but in other areas the natural bed morphology provides improved 

substrate habitat. 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2772. More potential salmonid spawning areas were observed. However, 

they remain compromised by the cumulative impact of fine sediment on the catchment. 
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Photo DSCN2787. A straight section towards the d/s end of the reach provides much 

poorer habitat quality an appears to have been artificially straightened.  

 
Photo DSCN2788. At NY 04561 27175, a reasonably well installed culvert creates no 

major issues for fish passage. However, the structure should have ideally been sunken 

further below the bed. This is the third pipe culvert of this type observed on the 

watercourse and it is suspected they will all have been installed by the same operative. 

This highlights the importance, and often lack of, adequate guidance for people working 

in rivers. If adequate guidance had been received, all of these structures could have easily 

been installed to a higher standard at little/no additional cost.  
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Photo DSCN2798. Between NY 04561 27175 - NY 04678 27505, the beck follows a 

sinuous course through naturally diverse and rough vegetation. The habitat is generally of 

a correspondingly good quality.  

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2796. Some drainage work has clearly been undertaken to the adjacent RB 

land. 
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Photo DSCN2799. Around the drainage work, the first occurrence of Himalayan balsam 

was observed on the catchment. It is quite possible that this area is the source on the 

catchment and the plant could easily have been imported on the machinery used for the 

dredging or culvert installation if the appropriate biosecurity measures were not employed. 

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2802. Between NY 04678 27505 - NY 05120 28687, the beck enters a more 

wooded area that appears to have livestock excluded long-term. Within this area the 

habitat is almost pristine, barring the fine sediment impact from upstream.  
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Photo DSCN2804. Incredibly high quality, natural habitat was observed for the full length 

of the livestock excluded section d/s.  

 

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2816. Naturally shallower areas provide optimal fry and parr habitat. Stone 

turning also revealed good numbers and diversity of invertebrates including mayflies, 

stoneflies and caddis flies.  
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Photo DSCN2831. A pipe crossing at NY 05090 28562 creates a bed-check and 

obstruction. While this is not a major issue, it may be worth investigating whether the 

structure is in use as it could otherwise be removed. Knowing whether the structure is in 

use will be important as to ensure that, if any work is done to maintain such structures, it 

does not reduce fish passage. If it is not in use it could be removed.   

 
Photo DSCN2833. Areas of grazing resume at the outskirts of Little Clifton/Bridgefoot.  

A single field on the LB is grazed at NY 05120 28687. The RB is then occasionally grazed 

at NY 05220 28776 to maintain a grassy glade free from trees. While the LB fencing is 

maintained and RB grazing is kept to very low intensity these should create no detriment 

to the watercourse habitats, providing tree regeneration is not prevented along the banks.  
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Photo DSCN2856. Additional fields are grazed NY 05251 28803 - NY 05349 28932, where 

the fence is in a poor state of repair. Ideally, this fence should be maintained as the area 

appears subject to slightly increased grazing pressure from horses. 

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2864. At NY 05424 29013, the RB is buffer fenced, but a stand of Himalayan 

balsam was observed (red circle). This should be treated (pulled, strimmed or sprayed) 

prior to setting seed to prevent it spreading.  
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Photo DSCN2872. A raised ford and pipe crossing at NY 05551 29193 create small 

obstacle to fish passage. If the pipe id not in use it may be possible to remove the pipe 

and lower the ford to bed level. Although providing access to properties, the ford does not 

appear to be the sole access route so could be removed, potentially.  
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4.0 Recommendations/summary 

4.1 Fencing and land management 

Issue 
Photo  

(If required) 

Priority 

(1-3) 
Location Proposed action 

Sheep scarring 

along the bank. 

 

3 

NY 04946 22006 

–  

NY 04578 22149 

Ensure that livestock are excluded from 

the watercourse. It appears that they 

should be now.  

Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion. 

 

2 

NY 04581 22169 

–  

NY 04757 22710 

Buffer fencing.  

 

Possible creation of a larger wooded 

ghyll. 

Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion. 

 

2 

NY 04757 22710 

–  

NY 04891 23287 

Buffer fencing.  
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Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion. Three 

fields. 
 

3 

NY 04887 23369 

–  

NY 04767 23508, 

NY 04767 23508 

–  

NY 04832 23569 

& 

NY 04832 23569 

–  

NY 04936 23645 

Buffer fencing.  

 

Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion. 

 

3 
NY 04511 23318 

–  

NY 04765 23502 

Fencing of the RB could completely 

exclude livestock as the LB is already 

fenced. 

Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion. 

 

2 

NY 04936 23645 

–  

NY 04899 23805 

Buffer fencing.  
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Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion. 

 

3 
NY 04843 23916 

–  

NY 04835 24061 

Buffer fencing.  

 

Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion. 

 

3 

NY 04852 24607 

–  

NY 04848 24873 

Buffer fencing – if grazed in the future.  

 

Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion. 

 

2 

NY 04848 24873 

–  

NY 04797 24992 

Buffer fencing.  

 

Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion. 

 

2 

NY 04712 25736 

–  

NY 04657 25870 

Exclusion of livestock from within buffer 

fencing/plantation. 
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Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion. RB 

 

1 

NY 04545 25998 

–  

NY 04471 26334 

Buffer fencing of the RB – the LB is 

fenced and relatively stock-proof, 

although it is in a poor state of repair.   

 

Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion. RB 

 

2 

NY 04471 26334 

–  

NY 04445 26714 

Buffer fencing of the RB – the LB is 

fenced and relatively stock-proof, 

although it is in a poor state of repair.   

 

Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion. RB 

 

3 

NY 05251 28803 

–  

NY 05349 28932 

Simple maintenance of the buffer fence 

would be beneficial to exclude horses 

from the beck. 
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4.2 Other issues 

Issue 
Photo  

(If required) 

Priority 

(1-3) 
Location Proposed action 

Potential for 

surface runoff in 

wet conditions.  

 

2 NY 05162 22162 

Inspect Motocross Park in wet conditions 

to ensure surface runoff is not an issue – 

suspected not to be while the ditches are 

well vegetated.  

Ensure minimal maintenance of ditches is 

undertaken. 

Channel dredging 

around undersized 

culverts. 

 

2 

NY 04757 22710 

& 

NY 04766 22885 

Ideally replace with oversized sunken 

culverts.  

These would be an even higher priority if 

fish access is also thought to be an issue.  

Realigned and 

straightened 

channel. 

 

3 

NY 04887 23369  

- 

NY 04936 23645 

& 

NY 04511 23318 

–  

NY 04765 23502 

Possible river restoration. 
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Man-made barrier. 

 

2 NY 04936 23645 Rock ramp and baffles.  

Very silty tributary 

Near Rigg House 

Farm. 

 

1 NY 04949 23664 
Undertake further investigation of the 

tributary. 

Man-made 

obstructions. 

 

2 NY 04849 24111 
Investigate whether the structures can 

be removed.  

Skunk cabbage 

and giant rhubarb.  

 

1 NY 04866 24192 

Dig up and dispose compost (away from 

any watercourse) or treat with herbicide. 

 

N.B. The use of herbicide would be a 

licenced activity as the location is within 

10m of a watercourse). 
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Man-made barrier. 

 

2 NY 04860 24176 Rock ramp and baffles. 

Man-made 

obstruction. 

 

2 NY 04803 24955 Maintain structure free from debris. 

Man-made barrier. 

 

2 NY 04797 24992 Rock ramp and baffles. 

Dumping of 

waste/fly-tipping. 

 

1 NY 04808 25013 

Raise the issue with the landowner 

initially/and or report to Environment 

Agency Environmental Crime Team. 
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Dumping grass 

clipping on the 

riverbank/into the 

river.  

 

2 NY 04632 25226 

Contact the owners of the site to ensure 

that grass clippings are disposed of well 

away from the watercourse.  

Inappropriate 

dredging. 

 

2 NY 04598 25255 

Contact the owners and ensure that no 

more inappropriate dredging is 

undertaken.  

Fine sediment and 

faecal matter 

entering the 

watercourse at 

crossing points 

and via a small 

tributary/ditch.   

2 

NY 04712 25736, 

NY 04539 25403 

& 

NY 04534 25400 

 

 

Farm advisory visit to highlight the 

issues of fine sediment input to 

watercourses.  

 

Further enforcement only if necessary.  

Suspected source 

of Himalayan 

balsam. 

 

1 

Start 

investigation 

around   

NY 04678 27505 

Further specific surveys to identify the 

exact source of the infestation and an 

eradication programme before it 

becomes established on the catchment. 

This is a very high priority before the 

plant becomes established on the 

catchment. 
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Pipe 

crossing/raised 

bed. 

 

3 NY 05090 28562 

Investigate whether the structure is in 

used and if not remove it.  

 

Ensure that fish access over the 

structure is not reduced.  

Himalayan balsam 

stand. 

 

2 NY 05424 29013 Treat balsam to prevent it spreading. 

Raised ford and 

pipe crossing. 

 

2 NY 05551 29193 

Investigate whether the pipe is in use 

and, if not, investigate options to remove 

the pipe and ford.  



5.0 Making it Happen 

This type of walkover assessment is designed to identify the range 

and location of issues impacting upon selected underperforming 

watercourses. The accompanying reports highlight potential 

solutions to the issues encountered and provide the supporting 

evidence for future projects and funding bids.  

Further to this report, where required, the WTT can undertake 

specific Project Proposals for the more complex issues highlighted, 

detailing exactly what is required and how the work can be 

undertaken. Project Proposals then often form the supporting 

documentation for any EPR applications and consents that may be 

required. 

 

The WTT website library has a wide range of free materials in video 

and PDF format on habitat management and improvement: 

www.wildtrout.org/content/wtt-publications 

We have also produced a 70 minute DVD called ‘Rivers: Working 

for Wild Trout’ which graphically illustrates the challenges of 

managing river habitat for wild trout, with examples of good and 

poor habitat and practical demonstrations of habitat improvement. 

Additional sections of film cover key topics in greater depth, such 

as woody debris, enhancing fish stocks and managing invasive 

species.  

The DVD is available to buy for £10.00 from our website shop 

www.wildtrout.org/product/rivers-working-wild-trout-dvd-0 or by 

calling the WTT office on 02392 570985. 

 

6.0 Disclaimer 

This report is produced for guidance; no liability or responsibility 

for any loss or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust 

as a result of any other person, company or organisation acting, 

or refraining from acting upon guidance made in this report. 

 

 

http://www.wildtrout.org/content/wtt-publications
http://www.wildtrout.org/product/rivers-working-wild-trout-dvd-0


 

Appendix A 

Tributary Investigation, Near Rigg House Farm. 

 

 
Photo DSCN2876. The upper reaches of the tributary flow within culverts 

underneath pasture. 

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2877. Inspection chambers indicate that there is a watercourse 

beneath the field. 
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Photo DSCN22879. The tributary emerges into a well-buffered area of 

land/woodland plantation where the benefits and quality of habitat provided for 

all wildlife is obvious.  

 

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2881. At the d/s end of the buffered section, the immediate 

impact of sheep grazing upon bank stability and fine sediment input is clear to 

see (NY 05183 22687 - NY 05147 22779).  
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Photo DSCN2889. Even within minimal flow (low summer flows), there is 

notable fine sediment input to the tributary.  

 

 

 
Photo DSCN22890. At the time of the walkover, grazing pressure in the next 

field d/s was slightly lower and bank stability improved (NY 05147 22779 - NY 

05137 22839). A new, fenced hedgerow has recently been installed along the 

LB side which is a good feature, but it is a shame that the watercourse was not 

simply buffer fenced, which would have similarly facilitated a new hedge and 

protected the watercourse for the same amount of fencing.  
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Photo DSCN22892. Progressing d/s, the hedge veers away from the 

watercourse, up the LB, in the next field (NY 05137 22839 - NY 05027 23330) 

and grazing pressure increases. This again could have been a great opportunity 

for a scheme that encompassed the watercourse, allowing planting and 

protecting it from grazing and erosion. This failure to capitalise on opportunities 

to buffer fence the watercourse seems very short-sighted in light of the erosion 

issues and likely contravention of the new the new ‘Farming Rules for Water’.  

 

 
Photo DSCN2900. Instead, the watercourse remains unfenced and sheep 

scarring of the banks (both valley side and channel) is a notable issue.  
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Photo DSCN22904 & DSCN2905. At the farm buildings, a large diameter 

pipe connects the livestock yard to a low area of ground that discharges directly 

to a connected tributary (NY 05069 23296). The liquor around the end of the 

pipe appears to be slurry/yard waste and would constitute a major pollution 

event whenever used. Even without the pipe/active pumping, seepage from the 

yard is likely to be an issue.  

 

 

 
Photo DSCN22908. Similar issues are also occurring at the opposite corner of 

the yard where runoff is clearly also occurring in wet conditions. 
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Photo DSCN2912. The two fields d/s of the farm to the road are unfenced and 

suffer the typical erosion issues associated with sheep access (NY 05027 23330 

- NY 04962 23606).  

 

 

 

 
Photo DSCN2927. The road culvert, with raised cross section creates a minor 

obstacle to fish passage. Large boulders immediately d/s are likely to create 

some pre-barrage effect in higher flows. Fish (both salmonid and minnows) 

were observed in the channel u/s of here.  
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Photo DSCN2. The land use changes in the fields d/s of the road where cattle 

are grazed (NY 04971 23614 - NY 05002 23650) and the field further d/s 

covered by the main Lostrigg Beck report). This increases the physical damage 

to the banks, particularly in certain areas where the cattle congregate, and a 

similar issue of fine sediment input persists.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  Appendix A  

 Recommendations 

 

Fencing  

 

Issue 
Photo  

(If required) 

Priority 

(1-3) 
Location Proposed action 

Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion. LB 

 

1 
NY 05183 22687 

–  

NY 05147 22779 

Buffer fencing of LB. 

 

It is disappointing that this was not 

covered as part of the recent fencing 

undertaken at the site.  

Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion.  

 

2 

NY 05147 22779 

–  

NY 05137 22839 

 

Buffer fencing. 

 

It is disappointing that this was not 

covered as part of the recent fencing 

undertaken at the site. 

Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion. 

 

1 

NY 05137 22839 

–  

NY 05027 23330 

Buffer fencing. 

 

It is disappointing that this was not 

covered as part of the recent fencing 

undertaken at the site. 
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Other issues 

Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion. 

 

2 

NY 05027 23330 

–  

NY 04962 23606 

Buffer fencing. 

Livestock access, 

lack of bankside 

vegetation and 

erosion. 

 

1 
NY 04971 23614 

–  

NY 05002 23650 

Buffer fencing. 

Issue 
Photo  

(If required) 

Priority 

(1-3) 
Location Proposed action 

Suspected slurry 

discharge. 

 

1 NY 05069 23296 

The first course of action here should be 

a farm visit to discuss the issues with the 

farmer and ensure that this practice 

ceases immediately.  

 

If this issue continues enforcement 

action many be required. 



 

 

x 

 

Yards waste 

washing into the 

watercourse.  

 

1 NY 05069 23296 

The first course of action here should be 

a farm visit to discuss the issues with the 

farmer and ensure that this practice 

ceases immediately.  

 

If this issue continues enforcement 

action many be required. 


